Recharter Impact Session Q/A’s

Q - Who is eligible to authorize a Key 3 Delegate?
A - Any member of the key 3.

Q - Are adults eligible to select Scout Life in IR 2.0?
A - Yes. They can select it using the toggle switch, same as for the youth.

Q - Is the adult version (Scouting Magazine?) only available online?
A - Yes. Go to [www.scoutingmagazine.org](http://www.scoutingmagazine.org) or download the Scouting magazine app.

Q - For a council in a jurisdiction that prevents online registration, does YPT enforcement prevent adding an adult during the recharter process if YPT will be needed?
A - An adult can still be added and YPT would be required as the registrar can’t process the charter until YPT is completed and current.

Q - If the unit has multiples with the primary paid position in another unit, must the primary paid position in that unit complete processing (post?) before the multiple in the other unit can be processed? It held up the processing of the other unit last year and caused many problems.
A - No, but the other unit will need to submit their charter with the multiple’s payment included. The council registrar will have access to the necessary report to determine if the fees were paid in order for the charter to post.

Q - With the new changes - did we smoke test the electronic handshake with the various financial institutions? Last year: electronic handshake failed - ACH & Credit card transactions.
A - Yes, the process has been refined as units charter year-round and many councils have already verified this process works since the updates were made.

Q - Is the IH/EO not included in the charter approval?
A - Only the Key 3 or Key 3 Delegate needs to approve, the IH is not required.

Q – How do I change the IH/EO name when a new person takes over?
A – On the “Main Screen”, select the former IH/EO’s name, click on the “Manage Member” dropdown menu and select ‘Remove From Recharter’. Have the new IH/EO complete a new member application (either by using the online process, or paper process by uploading or delivering to the Scout Service Center) and then selecting the new person’s name and changing their position to IH. No fee, YPT or CBC will be required for the IH/EO. Alternatively a ‘new unit application’ can be completed and uploaded with the recharter submittal.

Q - Can electronic payment be used if the unit has any discounted/free memberships (e.g., ScoutReach)?
A - A discount code is not accommodated in the Internet Rechart app. The unit would need to select the manual pay option to manage the discount.
Q - Do the Key 3 actually get something to approve for the charter? We got complaints that if they didn’t sign in, they never actually saw what was submitted. (e.g. IH/COR never gets roster if CC signs)
A – The complete recharter paperwork is available, and it can be reviewed in full prior to signing.

Q - Do registrars still have to manage defect information offline? In the past, there was no way to tell if a unit wasn’t posted whether this was because there was an unresolved defect or if it was just that the registrar hadn’t gotten around to posting.
A – Units only can view that their unit recharter is in process once it has been submitted to the council. To get a more detailed status, units are recommended to ask their Commissioner for follow-up.

Q - Can we now assign the same tiger or lion adult partner to twins and triplets? This was a big problem last year.
A – This task is not managed in the Recharter app. Those partner/youth relationships are established in Scoutbook or with the Registrar at the council office. Note that in the Recharter app, the adult partner is only listed once and no ‘connections’ are shown.

Q - What happens to units that add new members who join the unit between October and the unit posting date?
A – If the charter has not been submitted to the council, new member applications can be accepted and included in the roster. If the charter has been submitted, new applicants can be added following the charter posting.

Q - What if a unit needs to update leader positions between the date of submission and the date of posting?
A - If the adult is new, the unit would need to provide a hardcopy of an adult application to the council and the council will need to make the necessary changes before posting the unit. If they are an existing leader, a Key 3 member can make the position change once the renewal has been posted by the council.

Q - Any enhancements in My.Scouting for recording state-mandated youth training and background checks?
A – The current version of the Internet Recharter 2.0 app is only configured to manage the BSA YPT and CBC form that is located as part of the adult application.